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Abstract

Hydrodynamic cavitation (HC) is useful for intensifying a wide variety of industrial applications including biofuel production, emulsion preparation and wastewater treatment. Venturi is one of the most widely used devices for hydrodynamic cavitation. Despite the wide spread use, the role and interactions among various design and operating parameters on generated cavitation is not yet adequately understood. This paper presents results of computational investigation into the cavitation characteristics of different venturi designs over range of operating conditions. Influence of the key geometric parameters like length of venturi throat and diffuser angle on the inception and extent of cavitation is discussed quantitatively. Formulation and numerical solution of multiphase computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models are presented. Appropriate turbulence model and cavitation model are selected and solved using commercial CFD code. Care was taken to eliminate influence of numerical parameters like mesh density, discretisation scheme and convergence criteria. The computational model was validated by comparing simulated results with three published data sets. The simulated results in terms of velocity and pressure gradients, vapour volume fractions and turbulence quantities etc. are critically analysed and discussed. Diffuser angle was found to have a significant influence on cavitation inception and evolution. The length of the venturi throat has relatively less impact on cavitation inception and evolution compared to the diffuser angle. The models and simulated flow field were used to simulate detailed time-pressure histories for individual vapour cavities, including turbulent fluctuations. This in turn can be used to simulate cavity collapse and overall performance of hydrodynamic cavitation device as a reactor. The presented results offer useful guidance to the designer of hydrodynamic cavitation devices, identifying key operating and design parameters that can be manipulated to achieve the desired level of cavitational activity. The presented approach and results also offer a useful means to compare and to evaluate different designs of cavitation devices and operating parameters.
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1 Introduction

Hydrodynamic cavitation (HC) offers a potentially attractive route to process intensification across a wide range of industrial applications. For wastewater applications in particular, HC has been identified as a promising method for the removal of micropollutants (Ranade & Bhandari [1]), and numerous recent studies have highlighted its potential to degrade a range of contaminants recalcitrant to conventional treatment methods [2–9]. Besides wastewater applications, the successful application of HC technology has been reported in a wide range of industrial processes, including biodiesel synthesis [10–12], bio-mass pre-treatment [13–15] and in food and beverage production [16–18] to name just a few. Reactor designs are typically of orifice or venturi type construction, and while the influence of reactor geometry has been reported to dictate overall performance to a significant extent (see for example [19,20]), the disparate range of geometries, target compounds and operating conditions in the open literature makes it generally difficult to draw firm conclusions on reactor & process design.

The cavitating venturi (CV) is a relatively simple flow device, widely used in passive flow control and metering applications. One characteristic is that above a specific pressure ratio a cavitating venturi becomes choked, beyond which the mass flow rate saturates at a certain level despite any increase in overall pressure ratio. As a result the CV found early application in rocket fuel systems [21], and the flow characteristics of CVs have been extensively studied experimentally and numerically [22–28]. Recent experimental studies have presented high speed visualization of cavitation inception and growth through individual venturi devices, such as that presented by Abdulaziz [29], Long et al. [30] and Brinkhorst et al. [31], each presenting a clear description of the evolution of cavitation and its effect on overall device operation in terms of flow rate and pressure drop. Cavitating venturi reactors have been the subject of a number of recent experimental studies, highlighting their promising effectiveness in a range of wastewater treatment [2,19,32] and other process intensification applications [14,15]. The role that the numerous interacting design parameters play in overall reactor performance however is still not fully understood and the reported experimental studies may employ non-optimised operating conditions and venturi geometries. Sophisticated models have been developed for simulating collapse of a single cavity, generation of high pressure, temperature and hydroxyl radicals and subsequent reactions (for example, [2,9,33,34]). Capocelli et al. [35] have presented an integrated modelling approach to estimate reactor performance, which couples cavity dynamics systems to Bernoulli-type macroscopic flow calculations, along with estimations of turbulent fluctuations. This presents a useful framework on which to develop general, predictive models for cavitation reactors. The current state of the art models typically only consider the behaviour of single cavities however, and use simplified approximations to represent complex, macroscopic two phase flow behaviour through cavitation devices. As such, significant gaps exist in the knowledge base to aid the design and optimisation of a relatively simple cavitation device like the venturi. In this work we have attempted to fill some of these gaps.

In this study we develop and use multiphase Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models to simulate flow through a systematic range of venturi designs, in order to develop insights into the role that key operating and
geometric parameters have on the resulting two-phase flow field. Particular attention is given to cavitation inception and evolution. In developing the modelling approach, comparisons have been made with three experimental configurations, summarized in Table 1, so as to test the ability of the computational approach to replicate overall flow characteristics for cases featuring a range of different geometries and operating conditions. Case 1 is based on the experimental data presented by Brinkhorst et al. [31], which provides data for a relatively large 11mm throat venturi in the choked cavitation regime; Case 2 is based on data presented by Abdulaziz, [29], which considers a small 3.6mm diameter throat venturi operating into the choked cavitation regime, and Case 3 is based on experimental work by Musmarra et al. [2,3], which operates below choked conditions. Using the geometry and operating conditions for Case 3 as a baseline, the computational approach is then extended to investigate the cavitation characteristics of a series of venturi designs having varying throat length to diameter ratio and diffuser angle.

Figure 1: Schematic of venturi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1 [29]</th>
<th>Case 2 [31]</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>l/d = 1</th>
<th>l/d = 2</th>
<th>l/d = 3</th>
<th>β = 7.5°</th>
<th>β = 12.5°</th>
<th>β = 15°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D [mm]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d [mm]</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l [mm]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α [°]</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β [°]</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Mathematical models

In venturi or similar linear flow restriction, cavitation occurs when the flow rate attained is sufficient to drive local pressures within the throat of the device down to the saturated vapour pressure of the liquid. Cavitation inception is marked by an initial transition from a single-phase flow to a two phase bubbly flow, and as flow rate increases an increasingly complex flow field develops. Flow fields are typically highly turbulent; larger gas filled vapour structures form, grow, and trigger vortex breakup. Discrete cavities can undergo oscillatory growth, coalescence and break up before finally collapsing as they are transported into higher pressure regions. The spatial and temporal timescales over which these events occur span a wide range, and as such modelling cavitation is a particularly complex task. The most fundamental approach is to apply Direct Numerical Simulation.
(DNS), which resolves the smallest scales of turbulence and cavity evolution. However, the extreme computational demands limit this approach to the study of relatively small fluid volumes and bubble quantities [36]. Considering that the focus of this work is on carrying out large numbers of simulations for a wide range of design and operating parameters, we used RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) approach with appropriate turbulence model. A pseudo-homogeneous, or a mixture model, is used in which the working medium is treated as a single fluid composed of a homogenous mixture of two phases, with appropriate relationships defined to drive mass transfer. The following sections (2.1 and 2.2) describe the model equations representing the cavitating two-phase flow field with phase change. Besides obtaining the time averaged flow field, it is useful to simulate transient trajectories of cavities within the flow domain to gain insight about the time-pressure histories experienced by cavities as they are transported through the device. To achieve this, the Eulerian mixture computations were coupled to the Lagrangian simulations for discrete cavity trajectories. The model equations for these Lagrangian simulations are discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1 Flow & turbulence models

The working medium is treated as a single fluid, comprised of a homogeneous mixture of two phases. The continuity equation for the mixture flow is written as:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho_m) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v}_m) = 0
\]

Where \(\rho_m\) is the mixture density, \(\vec{v}_m\) is the mass-averaged velocity. The corresponding momentum equation for the mixture flow, ignoring drift velocities, is written as:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho_m \vec{v}_m) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v}_m \vec{v}_m) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot \left[\mu_m (\nabla \vec{v}_m + \nabla \vec{v}_m^T)\right] + \rho_m \vec{g} + \vec{F}
\]

In Reynolds averaged (RANS) approaches, the velocity terms in Equations (1) & (2) are replaced by the sum of their mean and instantaneous components, \(u = \bar{u} + u'\), and an ensemble average is taken. This averaging process results in additional terms representing the effects of turbulence. These additional terms take the general form \(\partial / \partial x_j \left( -\rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j \right)\), and are known as the Reynolds stresses. In order to close the momentum equation, the introduced Reynolds stress terms require additional mathematical models. One approach is to use a Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), which involves solving separate transport equations for each of the additional Reynolds stresses (6 in total for 3D cases). More typical in RANS approaches is to employ the Boussinesq hypothesis, which relates the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients in the flow as:

\[
-\rho \bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j = \mu_t \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial i} \right) - \frac{2}{3} \left( \rho k + \mu_t \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial k} \right) \delta_{ij}
\]
This introduces the concept of the turbulent viscosity, $\mu_t$. This scalar, isotropic quantity is typically modelled through additional transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy ($k$) and turbulent dissipation rate ($\varepsilon$), or the specific dissipation rate ($\omega$). The choice of turbulence closure model is crucially important, particularly so in cavitating regimes. The flow fields encountered in this investigation feature flow separation & reattachment, large density gradients, the formation of jets & shear layers and adverse pressure gradients. The SST $k$-$\omega$ model of Menter [37] has been selected for use throughout this study. The turbulent viscosity, $\mu_t$ in the $k$-$\omega$ SST model is defined as:

$$\mu_t = \alpha^* \frac{\rho k}{\omega} \tag{4}$$

Where $\alpha^*$ is an input parameter dependent on Reynolds number The transport equations for $k$ & $\omega$ are then written as follows:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho k u_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \Gamma_k \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right) + G_k - Y_k + S_k \tag{5}$$

and:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \omega) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho \omega u_i) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \Gamma_\omega \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_j} \right) + G_\omega - Y_\omega + S_\omega \tag{6}$$

$G$ represents the generation, $\Gamma$ the effective diffusivity, and $Y$ is the dissipation due to turbulence [38]. $S_k$ & $S_\omega$ are user-defined source terms.

2.2 Cavitation model

Various mass transfer models have been proposed to describe the cavitation process, with the most commonly used approaches based on reduced forms of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Examples include the models proposed by Schnerr & Sauer [39], Zwart et al. [40] and Singhal et al. [41]. The computational work described in this paper is based on the latter cavitation model developed by Singhal; this has been validated against a wide range of flow cases (see examples in [41], [42]), and offers the advantage that the bubble number per unit volume, $n$, need not be prescribed as input. In this model, the vapour volume fraction is computed locally from a transport equation for the vapour mass fraction, $f$, which introduces an additional pair of mass source and sink terms for the evaporation ($R_e$) and condensation ($R_c$) of the vapour:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho_m f) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v}_m f) = \nabla \cdot (\Gamma \nabla f) + R_e - R_c \tag{7}$$
Where:
\[
\frac{1}{\rho_m} = \frac{f}{\rho_v} + \frac{1-f}{\rho_l}
\] (8)

Here the subscripts m, v and l refer to the mixture, vapor and liquid respectively. The vapor volume fraction, \(\alpha\), can then be calculated as follows:
\[
\alpha = f \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_v}
\] (9)

The evaporation and condensation terms are derived from a reduced form of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, which leads to the following form of the vapour transport equation:
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho_m f) + \nabla \cdot (\rho_m \vec{v} \cdot f) = \left(\frac{n4\pi}{3}\right)^{1/3} + (3\alpha)^{1/3} \frac{\rho_v \rho_l}{\rho} \left[ \frac{2}{3} \left( \frac{P_B - P}{\rho_l} \right) \right]^{1/2}
\] (10)

Equation (10) is referred to as the Reduced Bubble Dynamics Formulation. In this expression, all terms except \(n\), the bubble number density, are either known constants or dependent variables. To avoid having to specify a bubble number density, the phase change expression is rewritten in terms of bubble radius:
\[
R_e = \frac{3\alpha}{R_B} \frac{\rho_v \rho_l}{\rho_m} \left[ \frac{2}{3} \left( \frac{P_B - P}{\rho_l} \right) \right]^{1/2}
\] (11)

The typical bubble size, \(R_B\), is taken to be equal to the limiting (maximum possible) bubble size using a correlation commonly used in the nuclear industry:
\[
R_B = \frac{0.061 We \sigma}{2 \rho_l v_{rel}^2}
\] (12)

Where \(We\) is the Weber number, and \(\sigma\) is the surface tension. In the Singhal model, the square of the relative velocity term is approximated as \(v_{rel}^2 = v_{ch} = \sqrt{k}\) (In bubbly flows the phase change rate is proportional to \(v_{rel}^2\), however most practical two-phase flow regimes display a linear dependence). The relative velocities and turbulent velocity fluctuations are of the same order (1-10%), and as such \(\sqrt{k}\) is considered to be a suitable approximation for \(v_{ch}\). This produces the following final pair of phase change rate terms:
\[
R_e = C_1 \frac{\max(1.0, \sqrt{k})}{\sigma} \rho_v \rho_l \left[ \frac{2}{3} \left( \frac{P_B - P_v}{\rho_l} \right) \right]^{1/2} (1 - f_v - f_g)
\] (13)
\[ R_c = C_2 \max(1.0, \sqrt{k}) \frac{\rho_c}{\rho_l} \left[ \frac{2}{3} \left( \frac{P - P_v}{\rho_l} \right) \right]^{1/2} f_v \]  
(14)

Here \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are empirical constants, for which Singhal et al. recommend values of 0.2 and 0.01 respectively following their extensive studies on a range of sharp edged orifice & hydrofoil flows. An additional term for the mass fraction of non-condensable gases (NCG) is included in Eq. (13), which has been set to a default value of 1.5e-5 [41] throughout this work. Additionally, in order to take account of the effect of turbulent pressure fluctuations, the local vapour pressure is modified by the turbulent kinetic energy, \( k \), as given by the following relationships:

\[ P'_{\text{turb}} = 0.39 \rho_m k \]  
(15)

\[ P_v = P_{\text{sat}} + P'_{\text{turb}}/2 \]  
(16)

Where \( \rho_m \) is the mixture density, \( k \) is the turbulent kinetic energy, and the constant value of 0.39 is taken from [41].

### 2.3 Discrete phase model (DPM)

Trajectories of individual cavities were simulated using the Lagrangian approach. Since the two-phase flow field is already computed using the models described above, one-way coupling was assumed between the discrete cavities and the continuous mixture while simulating cavity trajectories. The cavity trajectories are driven by the primary flow gradients and turbulence quantities. The particle trajectories are computed by integrating the force balance for a discrete particle of a series of discrete time steps; the force balance is given as:

\[ \frac{d\vec{u}_p}{dx} = \frac{\vec{u} - \vec{u}_p}{\tau_r} + \frac{\vec{g}(\rho_p - \rho)}{\rho_p} + \vec{F} \]  
(17)

This equates the particle inertia with the forces acting on the particle. The first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the drag force per unit mass of the particle, and the second term is the force due to gravity. The final term, \( \vec{F} \), is an additional acceleration term. In the present study, the particles are treated as massless flow followers. The influence of continuous phase turbulence on the tracked particles is accounted for by separating the velocity, \( u \), into mean and instantaneous components:

\[ u = \bar{u} + u' \]  
(18)

In the work presented here, the discrete random walk model, or “eddy lifetime” model is used to include the effects of turbulence on the discrete cavity trajectories [38]. In this approach, each discrete particle is considered
to interact with a succession of discrete turbulent eddies which modify their instantaneous velocities. This
involves introducing two modelled terms; firstly, the random fluctuating component of velocity is calculated as
a function of the local turbulent kinetic energy value:
\[ u' = \zeta \sqrt{2k/3} \] (19)
Where \( \zeta \) is a normally distributed random number. Secondly, the concept of a particle eddy lifetime, \( T_L \), is
introduced to define the time intervals over which this random fluctuating component is updated. This “eddy
lifetime” is approximated as a function of the local turbulence frequency:
\[ T_L \approx 0.15 \frac{k}{\varepsilon} \] (20)
Additional limits can be placed on the maximum time step size; in this study a minimum of 5 time steps is also
imposed across any given computational cell. Using time-averaged velocities, pressures and turbulence
quantities from the solved Eulerian flow field, discrete cavities were the initialised on an iso-surface of volume
fraction equal to 1; the edge of the predicted vapour filled cavity. The minimum total sampling time was set to
be equal to the time required for the pressure to recover to the back pressure. Initially a suitably large number
of particle trajectories were computed (of the order of 100), and from these a sample of 10 trajectories were
selected and averaged for post-processing and visualization.

3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Numerics and convergence strategy
The model equations described in the preceding section were all solved using commercial CFD code, Ansys
Fluent (v17). 2D axi-symmetric models were used throughout, and in each case the pressure ratio was fixed by
inlet and outlet pressure boundary conditions, making the flow-rate solution dependent. Initially single-phase
calculations were carried out, and the cavitation model was then subsequently activated using the solved
single-phase results as initial conditions. The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure velocity coupling [43],
with the PRESTO! discretisation scheme applied for pressure. For the momentum, pressure and turbulent
quantities 2nd order discretization was applied in each instance.

The \( k-\omega \) SST turbulence closure model was selected for use throughout. This model has been shown to offer
improved accuracy over other eddy-viscosity based models in a number of comprehensive validation studies
of complex flow cases involving separation and adverse pressure gradients [44]. The interaction between
cavitation and turbulent flow structures is extremely complex, and the detailed mechanisms are not yet fully
understood. The difficulties in turbulence modelling in cavitating flows and proposed approaches have been
described elsewhere in [45–47]. Reboud et al. [45] made the argument that the standard \( k-\varepsilon \) model tends to
produce high turbulent viscosity (\( \mu_t \)) predictions in the cavity wake, resulting in an underprediction of the re-
entrant jet, and thus resulting in a stable cavity. To generate the prediction of unsteady cavity shedding, the
authors applied an arbitrary pre-multiplier to limit the turbulent viscosity. Examples exist in open literature of
favourable correlations being obtained between models applying this Reboud limiter with experimental data, and also with eddy resolving turbulence models such as the scale adapted simulation (SAS) model [47]. The arbitrary nature of the correction factor however means that it is likely to be dependent on geometry, and in lieu of sufficient experimental data to “tune” the turbulence model no such limiter has been applied in the present study.

Although the results presented in the present work do not exhibit resolved vapour shedding, in the cavitating regime the simulations highlighted the formation of a fluctuating pressure field. This results from the unsteady evolution of the vapour cavity downstream of the throat, and as such a transient URANS approach was used throughout the present work to model the cavitating flow regimes. Beyond cavitation inception, the predicted vapour pocket shows a quasi-periodic growth and collapse, with an initially high oscillation frequency which was predicted to decrease gradually with increasing pressure ratio. Figure 2a presents sampled velocity fluctuations half-way along the diffuser section, showing the change in both frequency and amplitude of oscillation with varying device pressure ratio. The corresponding growth and collapse of the vapour pocket is shown in Figure 2b for a device pressure ratio of 4. Oscillation frequencies were found to lie in the 100 – 700 hz range, which is general agreement with measured observations in open literature [25,28], as well as results from numerical studies [23]. Time step sizes necessary to obtain convergence for the URANS calculations therefore varied from 1x10^-4 to 1x10^-6 s.

![Figures 2a and 2b](image)

(a) Velocity fluctuations in diffuser mid-plane  
(b) Vapour volume fraction (Pr = 4.0)

Figure 2: Fluctuations in velocity and vapour volume fraction in diffuser section

To determine the sensitivity to grid refinement, particularly local cell sizes and growth ratios in the orifice throat, a series of 4x systematically refined meshes were investigated. Grid sizes of 20,000 cells; 40,000; 80,000 and a final grid of 160,000 cells were constructed, all using 2D quadrilateral elements, and converged results obtained from each. Figure 3b: a shows a sample grid with a close up view of the working section, and Figure 3b: a presents plots of turbulent kinetic energy and axial velocity distributions half way along the diffuser section with...
varying grid densities. There is a negligible difference in profiles between grid sizes of 80,000 and 160,000, and as such the grid refinement was set at 80,000 cells. This cell count featured a first near wall cell height of $2e^{-3}\text{mm}$, with a maximum element size of 0.05mm specified in the throat of the venturi. The variation in predicted wall $y^+$ for a selection of the grids studied are presented in the supplementary information in Figure SI1, along with a sample mesh illustration in Figure SI2. For the subsequent parametric study, the same mesh settings were translated onto the different geometries such that the same refinement levels were maintained in the x- and y- directions, which resulted in increased mesh counts with increasing throat length.

Figure 3a: Sample mesh & applied boundary conditions

Figure 3b: Predicted turbulence and velocity profiles with varying mesh density (Case 3)

Figure 3: Computational grid & sensitivity study

3.2 Comparison with experimental data

Figure 4 presents a comparison of predicted and measured flow rate versus pressure drop for Case 1, showing predictions with and without the cavitation model activated. This confirms the capability of the cavitation model to replicate the overall flow characteristics of the device in the cavitating regime, with cavitation shown
to produce a reduction in flow rate. Error bars have been omitted for clarity, however the absolute predictions in flow rate all sit within 2% of the measured data. Experimental comparisons are provided for Case 2 in Figure 5a, again showing good agreement with both the overall mass flow - pressure drop relationship, in this case within 5% of measured data. The point at which choked cavitation occurs is again well replicated by the model at different pressure levels. Figure 5b shows the predicted and measured minimum throat pressures, showing good agreement accounting for variations in non-condensable gas content, which is neglected in the computational approach. This provides added confidence in the ability of the model to reliably capture the cavitation inception point. The final experimental comparison for Case 3 is presented in Figure 6, which shows close correlation across the cavitating range (again within 2% of measured flow rate data), which in this instance is below the choking limit.

**Figure 4:** Case 1; Measured & predicted flow rate vs pressure ratio, Case 1

**Figure 5a:** Case 2; Measured & predicted flow rate vs pressure ratio
Influence of device pressure ratio

Figure 7 shows the predicted static pressure distribution both along the outer wall and the axis for Case 3. Cavitation inception is predicted to occur at a pressure ratio of 1.6, or a cavitation inception number $\sigma_i$ of 0.96, which is in line with experiment. Inception is initially localised around the outer wall of the venturi throat as a separation bubble is formed, and the low-pressure region then extends axially and also radially inwards with increasing pressure ratio. As shown in Figure 7b, as device pressure ratio approaches 4.0 the vapour cavity reaches the axis of the venturi, and a prominent pressure spike is observed in the plotted results; this sharp pressure rise corresponds to edge of the vapour cavity. The time-averaged 2D pressure distributions at pressure ratios of 1.6 and 4.0 are shown in detail in Figure 8a and Figure 8b respectively, with the evolution of the vapour cavity shown in Figure 8c.
Figure 7a: Predicted pressure vs distance along outer wall,

Figure 7b: Predicted pressure vs distance along axis

Figure 7: Case 3, predicted pressure vs distance profiles
Figure 8a: Non-dimensional static pressure @ PR = 1.6 (Inception point)

Figure 8b: Non-dimensional static pressure @ PR = 4.0

Figure 8c: Contours of constant vapour volume fraction (0.5)

Figure 8: Case 3, predicted static pressures and phase volume fractions.

Figure 9 Error! Reference source not found. presents the variation in simulated oscillation frequency and Strouhal number with Reynolds number. For each simulation, the predicted unsteady velocities at diffuser exit were sampled, and the peak frequencies extracted from power spectrum (via Fast Fourier Transforms [FFT]) (See SI Figure S1.2). The predictions indicate a gradual reduction in oscillation frequency as the driving pressure ratio
is increased, with a corresponding increase in oscillation amplitude. This is qualitatively in line with previous
experimental & numerical investigations in open literature; Sayyaadi [25] for example has reported unsteady
measurements in a cylindrical cavitating venturi, in which the formation of a quasi-periodic vapour cavity, which
grows and retracts at frequencies of the order of 25 – 250hz is described. The oscillation frequencies were
observed to increase with increasing flow rate / decreasing cavitation number. The corresponding amplitudes
were found to show the opposite trend, increasing with cavitation number. Similar measurements have been
presented by Sato et al. [28], who found frequencies in the 400hz range. Xu et al. in 2002 [23] reported a
numerical investigation of cavitating venturi flows in both cryogenic fluids and in water, presenting results which
replicated the formation of a quasi-periodic cavity which expended and retracted downstream of the throat.
Oscillation frequencies of the order of 400hz were predicted, with peak frequencies also observed to increase
with decreasing cavitation number. It is interesting to note that there appears to be two distinct regimes in
variation of frequency with Reynolds number. The slope of variation of frequency versus Re reduces at PR of
about 3, where the pressure in the venturi approaches the vapour pressure across the full cross section. At this
point there is a large density difference between the throat and diffuser outlet (from \( \rho_v \approx 0.5 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) at the throat
to \( \rho_l \approx 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) at diffuser exit), as well as a large gradient in viscosity. At this point a complex multiphase
flow field develops, with significant gradients present in both density and viscosity between the throat and
diffuser outlet. The underlying reasons for the change in frequency are likely to be a similarly complex function
of flow structures; a recent experimental paper by Long and co-workers [30] shows a similar transition in flow
structure at the point where the vapour cavity merges at the axis of the venturi, after which the time-average
length of the vapour cavity was found to proceed more rapidly. The frequencies of this oscillation mechanism
are of the order of 100 Hz, whereas the turbulent frequencies are of the order of 10kHz, so turbulence effects
can be considered to dominate the intensity of cavitation in terms of final collapse conditions.

![Figure 9: Case 3, predicted oscillation frequencies & amplitudes vs pressure ratio](image)

3.4 Discrete cavity results – Case 3

Using the converged solutions of the Eulerian multiphase flow fields, cavity trajectories were simulated to gain
insight into the turbulent pressure fields experienced by the cavities generated at the restriction. In each case,
the trajectory calculations were initialized from a surface of constant vapour volume fraction = 1.0, representing the edge of the predicted gas filled cavity in the venturi. For each trajectory, the mean pressures and turbulence quantities were processed, and the fluctuating component of pressure, \( p' \), calculated as a function of a normally distributed random number as follows:

\[
p' = \bar{p} + \zeta \rho k
\]  

Discrete cavity trajectories for the Case 3 are shown in Figure 10a along with the computed turbulent kinetic energy for a pressure ratio of 2.0. The cavities initiate at the edge of the vapour pocket in the venturi throat, and then interact with the turbulence generated at the edge of the filled vapour pocket and the shear layer formed at the edge of the liquid jet. Turbulence frequencies are orders of magnitude higher than the predicted oscillations in the Eulerian flow field results, and as such it was deemed suitable to restrict calculations to steady particle tracks. The resulting time – pressure histories of averaged cavity trajectory sets are plotted in Figure 10b, along with the turbulent fluctuating pressure component, \( p' \), highlighting the variation with driving pressure ratio. The raw time-history data prior to averaging for pressure ratios of 3.0 & 4.0 is presented in Figures SI.3 & SI.4. As pressure ratio is increased, the cavities experience an increasingly delayed pressure recovery, characterised by a longer low pressure region with lower turbulent frequencies. The turbulent frequencies dominate over the predicted pressure oscillations in the solved continuous flow field by at least an order of magnitude throughout the lifetime of the trajectories for each case, and as such the turbulent frequencies will have the dominant effect on individual cavity dynamics. At a pressure ratio of 3.0, the cavities are subjected to relatively high frequency fluctuations over their initial lifetime, whereas at pressure ratios of 5.5 the time-pressure histories show a consistently low pressure over the same time period, with pressure recovery and the influence of turbulent fluctuation being significantly delayed. Thereafter, the amplitude in the turbulent fluctuations increases with pressure ratio. The interplay between the pressure recovery and frequency of turbulent pressure oscillations will consequently influence the final cavity collapse conditions. Relating these macro-scale hydrodynamic behaviour to the optimum pressure ratio in terms of final reactor performance by no means straightforward however; and is not a straightforward function of the level of cavitational activity; experimental degradation studies consistently exhibit a maxima in reactor performance with respect to pressure ratio [2,3,48,49]. Using similar geometry to that analysed in the present work (case3), Capocelli and co-workers [9] presented empirical data on the degradation of p-nitrophenol, and observed a peak removal percentage at a pressure ratio of 4.5, with performance decreasing at higher pressure ratios. The cavity trajectories at different pressure ratios (Figure 10) indicate a significant change in the turbulent pressure histories experienced by individual cavities between pressure ratios of 4 & 5, with frequencies and pressure recovery rates both decreasing. This suggests that turbulence kinetic energy and eddy frequency are potentially important parameters in determining optimum reactor performance, in addition to the rate of pressure recovery.
3.5 Influence of venturi l/d ratio

The effect of throat section length has been investigated for designs having l/d ratios of 1.0, 2.0 & 3.0, as well as the value in the baseline (Case 3) of 0.0. The minimum pressure in the device against pressure ratio for each configuration was examined to identify cavitation inception (see Figure 11). Based on this, predicted variation of cavitation inception with l/d ratio is shown in Figure 12. Although inception numbers all lie close to one, aspect ratio has some influence on the inception point, with a maximum at an l/d ratio of 1.0. Although the inception point is relatively consistent, increasing the l/d ratio has the effect of delaying the pressure recovery, and the low-pressure region is maintained through the length of the venturi throat section (see Figure 13). Subsequently, the predicted extent of the vapour cavity is shown to increase with increasing l/d ratio under matching operating pressure conditions (Figure 14). Generally, with l/d ratios
> 0, there are two initiation sites for cavity formation; the initial edge of the throat entry, and a second site at throat exit / diffuser entry at which a second, larger cavity forms.

**Figure 11**: Minimum predicted pressure against l/d ratio

**Figure 12**: Cavitation inception versus l/d ratio

**Figure 13**: Static pressure vs distance along outer wall with varying l/d ratio
Influence of diffuser angle

The effect of diffuser angle has been investigated for designs having half angles, $\beta = 7.25, 9.2, 12.5 \& 15^\circ$. The minimum pressure in the device against pressure ratio for each configuration was again examined to identify cavitation inception (see Figure 15). Based on this, predicted variation of cavitation inception with $l/d$ ratio is shown in Figure 16. Wall angle is shown to significantly influence the inception point, with larger wall angles found to lead to delayed onset and growth of the predicted vapour cavity, with inception number reducing to 0.45 with a wall half angle of 15°. The time averaged pressure vs distance plots Figure 17 show that smaller divergence angles act to delay pressure recovery, increasing the time discrete cavities spend in the low pressure / vapour pressure region of the device. The corresponding variation in predicted vapour cavity extent and shape is presented in Figure 18.
Figure 15: Minimum pressure versus diffuser angle

![Minimum pressure versus diffuser angle](image1)

Figure 16: Cavitation inception versus diffuser angle

![Cavitation inception versus diffuser angle](image2)

Figure 17: Static pressure vs distance along outer wall with varying diffuser angle

![Static pressure vs distance along outer wall](image3)

Figure 18: Predicted cavity shape and size with varying diffuser wall angles (PR = 5.0)

![Predicted cavity shape and size](image4)
3.7 Discrete cavity trajectories through different venturi designs

Figure 19 compares the discrete cavity time–pressure histories between different venturi designs, highlighting the differences in the conditions created by both reducing the diffuser angle and lengthening the throat. Reducing the diffuser wall angle is shown to delay pressure recovery, and also reduce the level of turbulent fluctuations initially experienced by the cavities. Similarly, increasing l/d ratio is shown to result in cavities initially experiencing a relatively low static pressure, with low frequency turbulent fluctuations over their initial lifetime. As the cavities then move further through the diffuser, they experience an increase in the frequency and amplitude of turbulent pressure fluctuations. Bubble growth is likely to be strongly dependent on these initial pressure recovery rates, and as such these results indicate the importance of these design parameters in controlling the final collapse conditions.

Figure 19: Discrete cavity time-pressure histories for different venturi designs (PR = 3.0)

4 Conclusions

Computational fluid dynamics models were developed to simulate cavitating flow through various venturi designs. Influence of key design and operating parameters were investigated. The simulated results on flow rate versus pressure drop characteristics and cavitation inception were compared with experimental data, showing
good agreement. The numerical model was used to decipher trends in the variation of cavitation onset and extent with varying design inputs. With respect to cavitation inception, this study suggests that an optimum configuration exists which offers a minimum power input with a low diffuser angle (7.5°) and l/d ratio of 1.0. Beyond inception point, published experimental data suggests an optimum level of cavitation activity for maximum reactor performance [2,3,48,49]; suggesting a corresponding optimum combination of turbulent pressure frequencies and amplitudes to maximise cavitation intensity. The results presented in the present work in terms of instantaneous pressure-time histories, determined from detailed multi-phase flow fields at device scale, are another important step towards coupling macro-hydrodynamics to final reactor performance. The presented model and results will therefore be useful to evolve optimum design parameters to achieve desired levels of cavitational activity for given flow rate / pressure ratio requirements.

The key findings of this investigation are as follows:

- The cavitation model of Singhal [41] is able to describe two phase flow in the venturi throughout the cavitating regime. Comparison with experimental data shows good agreement in predicted pressure ratio versus flow rate behaviour in the cavitating regime.

- Of the design parameters investigated in this work, the diffuser angle has the most pronounced influence on cavitation inception and extent. Smaller wall angles have the effect of encouraging cavitation to initiate at lower pressure ratios. The largest wall angle of 15° considered in this work led to a reduction in cavitation inception number to 0.45.

- Varying l/d ratio has a less pronounced effect on cavitation inception. Increasing the l/d ratio was found to delay pressure recovery, suggesting that this parameter may play an important role in controlling bubble growth and the final collapse conditions.

- Trajectory simulations indicate that mean pressure recovery rates are reduced with increasing pressure ratio. Furthermore, increasing the pressure ratio has been shown to significantly reduce the initial frequency of the turbulent pressure fluctuations experienced by the cavities.

The models and results presented in this work offer a means to link single cavity simulations to the output from CFD models, and thus compare the collapse pressures and temperatures obtained with different geometries and process inputs. These results will be discussed separately. The presented approach and results provide useful insights for designing and optimising venturi as hydrodynamic cavitation devices.
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## Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Turbulent kinetic energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Venturi throat length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Bubble number density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u, v$</td>
<td>Velocities in the x, y co-ordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{rel}, v_{ch}$</td>
<td>Relative velocity, characteristic velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Venturi pipe internal diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PR$</td>
<td>Pressure ratio (inlet / outlet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_e$</td>
<td>Particle eddy lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$We$</td>
<td>Webber number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Volume fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>Turbulence dissipation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Venturi diffuser half-angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma, \sigma_i$</td>
<td>Cavitation number, cavitation number at inception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Turbulence dissipation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta$</td>
<td>Normally distributed random number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>Diffusivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscript</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>Inlet / upstream location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2$</td>
<td>Outlet / downstream recovered pressure location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Venturi throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Vapor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Non condensable gas (NCG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Particle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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